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The Best Bible Study Tool AvailableOnly one concordance includes the best of Vineâ€™s Complete

Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words: The New Strongâ€™s Expanded

Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. The Hebrew, Greek, and AramaicÂ dictionaries now have

three times more word study information than any other edition. Plus additional cross-references

from leading dictionaries make this the ultimate reference tool for pastors, teachers, and all students

of the Bible.Features Include:The only Strong's that includes Vine's Complete Dictionary of Old and

New Testament WordsWords of Christ in redComplete topical index of the BibleHebrew,Â Greek,

and AramaicÂ dictionaries now have three times more word study information than any other

editionAdditional cross-references and word study helps from leading dictionaries
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Dr. James Strong (1822-1894) was formerly president of Troy University and professor of exegetical

theology at Drew Theological Seminary.

Here is a short simple review on (The New Strong's Expanded Exhaustive Concordance of the

Bible) (Red-Letter Edition)As a Student of not only the bible, but also the original languages. I must

say i am simply amazed at this version of Strongs, and not only the product, but also these sellers. i

got it even days before i was supposed to always a plus. that about covers my happiness with the

sellers, although i still feel i am not giving them the justice they deserve. but now onto the product

itself, it is a hard back which i usually can not stand, but for something even this thick it works. this

strongs is done in easy laid out sections. it gives you an introduction, how to use etc, then goes into



a concordance of all the words used in the KJV, also other translations as i was suprised a added

bonus not mentioned. from the concordance it then goes into the strongs number section of

Hebrew, then Greek, respectfully. and yet another awesome bonus not in many Strongs, is not only

the words of our Lord in red (although all of the word of God is inspired of course) but the cool

addition of some of vines best Definitions of not only the english but also on the hebrew and greek.

there is also a complete topical index to the bible i did not know i was getting which is great, a chart

of the harmony of the gospels, Teachings and illustrations of Christ,The parables of Jesus Christ,

The laws of the bible, Prayers of the bible, the Jewish calendar, Jewish feasts, Monies and weights,

New testament monies,Measures of length, Dry measures and liquid measures. for thosee that took

the time to read this, thank you and God bless. i was trying to write a review quickly, so i apologize

for missing pronunctiation and spacing etc. but wanted to get it all in. what you will get with this

awesome addition for pastors, and students alike.in Christbrother Travis.

I bought this for my son who is in prison. You might think this is a bad thing, but God has given my

son a ministry from the inside out. When God is finished with him he will come out. He has led 10

men to Christ so far. He said it was the best concordance and it has helped him to bring the light to

the Gospel in a greater way.Patricia Menville

This has helped me with my Bible studies. So much clarity is provided eliminating confusion due to

man's misguided interpretation of Gods word.

I am in love with this book, I am always upset that bibles don't have a full concordance like this, but I

guess it also makes sense why they don't. If ever I want to look up a verse that I forgot I just open

this up, look for the word or topic I'm thinking about and easily find it. Such a great bible study tool

for me.

Learning to use this as I go along but I enjoy having this reference.The more I learn to use it the

easier it makes certain words in the bible jump out. Amazing how much translation is lost between

Greek, Hebrew and English.

I am still learning exactly how to use it, but I do know that it's great and will get greater as I do (ha).

If you're super concordance savy like mother who told me this was the best. Then, this is the one

you're looking for. I'm looking forward to it being a great tool to deeper my understanding of God's



word. That's all I have to say. 4 stars.UPDATE:This book has helped me break down words in the

King James Version and find their original meaning in Hebrew. It has also helped me find scripture

containing certain words quickly. Now, it's not something that I carry around, as it is fairly large, but

it makes an excellent tool for bible study and sermon prep!

I absolutely love my strong concordance that gives a deeper meaning and understanding to words

in the kjv bible . for me so far it's easy to use. still have some things to learn, but when Its time...ithe

bible has everything laid out on how to use it correctly. yes the pages are thin like bible pages, but I

am careful with my pages always. no worries.

I am trying to study the bible more efficiently and learn what God wants me to. That's where this

Strong's concordance will really come on handy. I am thankful for the people who work hard to help

give us reliable resources to help us with our study of God's Word.
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